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Marvel Comics
THOR RAGNAROK 
PRELUDE*
PB        $29.99
Catch up on the incredible 
events of Thor: The Dark 
World and learn where major 
players including Odin, Loki 
and Thor himself stand 

ahead of the next blockbuster chapter! 

THOR WORTHY 
ORIGINS
PB        $34.99
Revisit the fantastical 
origin of the Son of Odin in 
this new graphic novel, which 
thrusts the tale of Thor into 
the modern age!
 
THOR & HULK
PB        $18.99
When the Cobra strikes, Loki 
seizes the opportunity to 
meddle in the lives of Thor 
and Jane Foster! But the 
Thunder God has even bigger 
problems to deal with...

THE UNBEATABLE 
SQUIRREL GIRL VOL. 6*
PB        $29.99
Gasp as monsters truly get 
unleashed and Doreen’s fate 
hangs in the balance! Also, 
machine-gun-wielding bears! 
It’s squirrels and girls and  

                                  punching, oh my!

DC Comics
WONDER WOMAN  
VOL. 4 (REBIRTH)*
PB        $29.99
Since the moment Wonder 
Woman arrived in our world, 
Godwatch has been waiting. 
But who are they, and what 
do they want? 

WONDER WOMAN:  
AMBASSADOR OF 
TRUTH
HB        $69.99
An authorized celebration of 
one of the most popular and 
enduring Super Heroes of all 
time that chronicles the life 

and times of this pop-culture phenomenon 
and image of women’s strength and power. 
Remove and Wear Tiara on the front cover.

BATMAN/THE FLASH 
THE BUTTON DELUXE 
EDITION (INTN VERS)*
HB        $34.99
The Dark Knight and the 
Fastest Man Alive, the two 
greatest detectives on any 
world, unite to explore the 

mystery behind a certain blood-stained 
smiley button embedded in the Batcave wall. 

THE LEGEND OF 
WONDER WOMAN*
PB        $34.99
On the hidden island of 
Themyscira, the Amazons, 
led by Queen Hippolyta, 
live in a kingdom of peace, 
protected by the gods. 

But the balance is upset when Hippolyta is 
granted what no immortal may have: a child, 
given life from the clay of the island.  

BATMAN NIGHT OF 
THE MONSTER MEN 
(REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
Thanks to the machinations 
of macabre scientist Dr. 
Hugo Strange, the storm of 
the century has unleashed a 

rain of monsters upon Gotham City!

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 1
HB        $44.99
After years of conflict 
and carnage, Batman and 
his rebel allies have finally 
triumphed over their 
tyrannical foe, Superman. 
Now the Man of Steel is 

behind bars, and the Dark Knight holds the 
future of the world in his hands.

THE FLASH VOL. 4 
(REBIRTH)*
PB        $29.99
Barry Allen is at a 
crossroads. He’s lied to the 
woman he loves about his 
life as the Flash, and a rift 
is growing between him and 

his heroic young partner. Now, his greatest 
enemy has threatened to strike down 
everyone close to him! 

BATGIRL VOL. 2 SON 
OF PENGUIN (REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
After a globe-trotting 
adventure with the 
greatest fighters on Earth, 
Barbara Gordon—a.k.a. 
Batgirl—is glad to be 

back in Burnside, Gotham City’s coolest 
neighborhood. There’s just one problem: 
everything’s changed, from her school to her 
friends to Burnside itself.

THE HELLBLAZER VOL. 
2 (REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
The City of Light is a 
world away from John 
Constantine’s regular 
stomping grounds in the 
Old Smoke, but the two 

erstwhile imperial capitals have more in 
common than you might think...

SUPERGIRL VOL. 2 
(REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
Supergirl’s future is very 
much on the mind of the 
Fatal Five. They believe that 
Kara will do something 
terrible soon, and they 

want to destroy her before it can happen.

JUSTICE LEAGUE 
OF AMERICA VOL. 2 
(REBIRTH)*
PB        $29.99
JLA discovers a 
super-arms dealer has 
transformed an entire city 
into his own militia force.  

BATWOMAN VOL. 1 
THE MANY ARMS OF 
DEATH (REBIRTH)*
PB        $29.99
Monster Venom is the 
hottest new bioweapon on 
the market...and to break 
up the syndicate spreading 

it around the world, Batwoman’s going to 
have to return to the place where she spent 
some of her darkest hours! 

Other Comics
WOLFENSTEIN
PB        $27.99
It’s 1960, the Nazis won 
the war, and a small band of 
outsiders fight to survive 
in occupied America. But 
the relative peace of their 
sanctuary is shattered by 

the arrival of Nazis on the hunt...

RIVERDALE VOL. 1
PB        $32.99
Learn the secrets and 
hidden tales from the 
summer before the eternal 
love-triangle begins. 
Featuring four stories 
focusing on the major 

players and events in the Riverdale series.

STAR WARS DARTH 
MAUL
PB        $32.99
Darth Maul’s time as 
apprentice to Darth Sidious 
has long been cloaked in 
shadows - now at last his 
tale of revenge is revealed! 

ANNO DRACULA - 
1895*
PB        $29.99
It is 1895, Count Dracula 
is Prince Regent and 
undisputed ruler of the 
British Empire, his power 
is supreme and unchecked. 

The curse of vampirism has spread far 
and wide. Now, anti-Dracula forces in the 
guise of the Council of the Seven Days are 
gathering. 

DR. WHO-THE 11TH 
DOCTOR: ROOTS
HB        $24.99
Can the Doctor and Alice 
stop the Sapling from 
growing into the genocidal 
creature of destruction it 
is doomed to be? 

DR. WHO- THE NINTH 
DOCTOR: SIN EATERS
HB        $24.99
The Doctor goes undercover 
at a prisoner rehabilitation 
facility held within a 
collapsing singularity - a 

place where the scientists claim to be able 
to ‘cure’ murderers and psychopaths by 
removing all of their negative emotions. 

BIFF TO THE FUTURE
PB        $32.99
When Old Biff Tannen 
travels to the past to give 
his younger self the Grays 
Sports Almanac, he opens 
a lethal Pandora’s Box that 
drastically changes the 

course of history. 

THE EXPANDING 
UNIVERSE WALL CHART
PB        $24.99
Through its atomic 
design pattern, this chart 
demonstrates how the 
character sets and their 
stories interconnect and 

relate to each other.
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Comic Strips
PEANUTS FOR THE 
SOUL
Schulz Charles M.
HB        $19.99
a delightful collection of wit 
and wisdom on life’s little 
comforts, from the classic 
cast of Charles Schulz. 

COMPLETE JAMES 
BOND*
HB        $59.99
Featuring the iconic 
Octopussy and The 
Hildebrand Rarity alongside 

The Harpies and River of Death.

ARCHIE 1000 PAGE 
COMICS FESTIVAL
PB        $27.99
1000 pages of iconic 
Archie tales in this one 
amazing volume! Follow 
America’s favorite red-
head as he navigates the 

pressures of the American teenager.

DUCKS FOR DARK 
TIMES
Michael Leunig
PB        $24.99
A collection of cartoons 

about many strange and lovely things. With 
various peculiar attempts to shine some 
light on dark and troubled times.

PUPPY VERSUS KITTEN
Riley Andy
HB        $19.99
Two adorable creatures 
that have been plonked into 

the world knowing absolutely nothing about 
it. As expected, Kitten tries to use its 
intelligence to figure out situations, while 
Puppy, a much stupider creature, discovers 
its world by charging around and doing what 
comes to it naturally.

Art
THE ART OF  
HARLEY QUINN
Andrew Farago
HB        $65
The complete history of 
Harley Quinn comic art, 
detailing the creation and 
evolution of the character.

THE ART OF STAR TREK
Jeff Bond
HB        $59.99
A complete and in-depth 
look at the art of the 
newest Star Trek trilogy. 

SERENITY 
EVERYTHING’S SHINY 
ADULT COLORING BOOK
PB        $27.99
Based on creator Joss 
Whedon’s space pirate crew 
and all the elements of their 

futuristic western-inspired universe.

COLOUR YOUR OWN 
THOR*
PB        $18.99
If ye be worthy, lift your 
pencils, crayons or markers 
aloft, and go to town on 
mighty artworks!

Graphic Novels 
ASTERIX AND THE 
CHARIOT RACE
HB        $24.99
Join Asterix and Obelix on 
a wacky new journey with 
your favorite characters, 
packed with laughs by the 
bucket-load and all the 

usual adventure and action! 

SHERLOCK HOLMES 
PB        $19.99 each  
  
A STUDY IN SCARLET
A man’s body is found in 

a bloodstained room - 
without a scratch on it.  

SIGN OF THE FOUR
 The mystery of the 
disappearing Army officer, 
the one-legged man, his 
barefoot accomplice and 
the missing treasure-

chest...

THE VALLEY OF FEAR
The warning message 
decrypted by Sherlock 
Holmes arrives too late to 
save John Douglas. 

PIPER
PB        $29.99
Long ago, in a small village in 
the middle of a deep, dark 
forest, there lived a lonely, 
deaf girl named Maggie. 
Shunned by her village 
because of her disability, 

her only comfort comes from her vivid 
imagination. 

COURT OF THE DEAD: 
GRAVE TALES
PB        $29.99
An omnibus of grave tales 
introducing Death and the 
Court of the Dead as they 
prepare to rise against the 
warring celestial realms!

ZODIAC WAR
PB        $27.99
Twelve warriors enter a 
death match, but only 
one can survive to win the 
ultimate prize. 

NORTHERN LIGHTS
HB        $45
The Graphic novel 
adaptation of the incredible 
story of Lyra Belacqua in 
full-colour art.

 

Manga
SHERLOCK
Steven Thompson
PB        $19.99
A mysterious break-in at 
a bank... Some enigmatic 
symbols... Hidden dangers... 
Could the case of the `Blind 
Banker’ be too dangerous?

LEGEND OF ZELDA: 
TWILIGHT PRINCESS 
VOL. 2
Akira Himekawa
PB        $14.99
Once upon a time, the 
Spirits of Light sealed the 
wizards’ power within the 

Shadow Crystal and banished them to the 
Twilight Realm. Now, an evil menace is trying 
to find the Princess of the Twilight Realm. 

TOKYO GHOUL VOL. 1
Sui Ishida
PB        $18.99
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, 
sometimes the only way to 
fight monsters is to become 
one… 

Gaming
POKEMON ALOLA 
REGION HANDBOOK
PB        $14.99
Meet the Pokemon of 
Alola! Every amazing 
Pokemon featured in the 
new Sun & Moon video 
games is included in this 
comprehensive handbook.  

MINECRAFT GUIDE 
COLLECTION
PACK        $39.99
Four Minecraft Guides in one 
slipcase!  

 
MINECRAFT MASTER 
BUILDER TOOLKIT
PB        $15.99
Become a Minecraft 
master builder with this 
incredible step-by-step 
guide!

GAMING RECORD 
BREAKERS
Clive Gifford
PB        $19.99
This is the record book 
every gamer and games fan 
needs—now revised and 
updated! 

CODING FOR KIDS
PB        $26.99
Using Scratch 2.0, the 
free software created 
specifically for young people, 
this engaging guide teaches 
8- to 12-year-olds how to 
create their own games and 

animated, interactive stories. 

HOW TO THINK LIKE A 
CODER
Jim Christian
HB        $24.99
A back-to-basics guide 
on coding for absolute 
beginners!

GIRLS WHO CODE 
LEARN TO CODE AND 
CHANGE THE WORLD
Reshma Saujani
PB        $29.99
Since 2012, the 
organization Girls Who Code 
has been leading the charge 

to get girls interested in technology and 
coding. Now its founder, Reshma Saujani, 
wants to inspire you to be a girl who codes! 
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